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1.0 Introduction
The acidification of surface waters is frequently ascribed to the
impact of acidic precipitation in areas of sensitive (base poorl
geology (eg. Overein et !l. 1981, la Zerte and Dillon 1984, Battarbee
tl.. !l. 19851. However, other ev.planations have been forwarded that
centre upon changes in land use and Management within lake catchMents.
The Palaeoecology research Unit of
the
Geography
Department,
University College london, is investigating the history and causes of
acidification in ten lakes in lIIid and north Wales (Fig. n. The ujor
thrust of this project involves the utilisation of palaeoenvironmental
techniques to reconstruct the historical water quality (particularly
pH) of these lakes and the history of atmospheric deposition of metals
and combustion products as recorded in the lake sediments (cf.
Anderson tl..!l. 1986, Jones tl..!l. 1986, Fritz tl..!l. 1987).
The work described in this paper represents a separate theme within
the
project. the use of documentary sources to
ev.amine
the
significance of land use/management changes in the lake catchments.
The timescale covered by this investigation is limited by the
availability of documentary material and broadly encompasses the last
200 years. Palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of lake water pH in
Galloway, south-west Scotland
(eg.
Battarbee and Flower 19B5,
Battarbee tl..!l. 19B5) and preliminary results from Wales (eg. Fritz
tl..!l. 19861, suggests that such a tilllescale adequately covers the
period during which recent acidification has occurred.
The potential acidification mechanisms discussed in this paper are
frequently described separately or together as 'land use' hypotheses.
This paper deals with 'land use' and 'land lIIanagement' change and it
is important that these terms be clearly defined. 'land use' is the
broad use to which the land is put and categories (following Parry and
Sinclair 19851 may include rough grazing, improved farmland, or
forest.
'land management' includes practices
Which, if of low
intensity, may remain independent of land use, but if intensively
practiced may represent a mechanism responsible for land use change
(eg. enclosure, draining, burning, or changing stocking densities and
r eg i mes) .
2.0 Study sites
The location of the ten study sites in Wales is ind~cated in Figure I.
They lie between 2BO-530 m on base poor 'sensitive' geologies (UKAWRG
19B5). lake and catchment specifications are given in Table 1. All the
lakes lie in moorland areas. Eight of the catchments comprise open
moorland utilised for rough grazing, while two (llynnaedd Berwyn and
Cwm Mynachl have been afforested. The lake waters are aCid, pH ranging
from 3.5 to 6.1 (Table 11.
Fishery decline is well documented in
llynnaedd Gerwyn, Conwy, Gamallt and Hir. The fishery status of the
other lakes is less certain.
Sediment cores were taken from the lakes in spring and summer of 1985.
Palaeoenvironmental analysis of these cores is complete for llynnaedd
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Hir (Fritz !Lt ll· 19861, 8erwyn (Kreiser !Lt ll. 19861, Synon
ISevenson !Lt ll. 1987al and Cw .. I'lynach IKreiser !Lt ll. 1987l and is at
an advanced stage for Llynnaedd
Dulyn, Eiddew Bach, Llagi and Y Bi.
Sediment material from Llynnaedd Conwy and Samallt proved unsuitable
and these lakes will require re-coring.
Detailed descriptions of the lakes and their catchments and their
reconstructed water quality and atmospheric deposition histOries may
be found in the following Research Papers of the Palaeoecology
Research Unit. Llynnaedd Conwy and Samallt (Patrick and Stevenson
1986 I, U yn HI r (Fr I tz !Lt ll. 1986, U yn Serwyn IKrelser !Lt ll. 1986 I,
Uyn Synon IStevenson !Lt ll. 1987al, Uyn Elddew 8ach IFrltz et ll.
19871, Uyn Y Si IPatricl: et ll. 1987al, Uyn Dulyn IStevenson !Ltll.
1987bl, Uyn Cwm Mynach IKreiser !Lt ll. 1987l, Uyn Uagi IPatrick et
ll. 1987b I.
Results ILlynnaedd 8erwyn, Hir, Synon and Cwm I'lynachl and preliminary
analyses ILlynnaedd Dulyn, Eiddew each, llagi and Y Sil from sediment
cores, suggest that the acidification of these lakes is a ·recent·
phenomenon of the past ca.IOO years.

Table I

Lake and catchment characteristics
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3.0 'land use hyPotheses'
3~1

Regeneration of 'acidic' species

Rosenqvist U977, 1978, 1980, 1981, !!.i. !.L. 19801 considered that ion
exchange reactions in raw humus layers and the uptake of cations by
plant growth are the most important factors in determining the acidity
of runoff waters. lhe acidification of lakes in southern Norway was
attributed to the increased formation of acid humus resulting from the
enhanced biomass of acidic heathland (particularly Calluna> and forest
species, consequent upon a decline in the intensity of pastoral
agriculture in the region. Documentary evidence was produced to
illustrate the decline in agricultural activity that followed an era
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when increased farming
activity had caused heathland and forest to be replaced with grassy
vegetation. Particular importance was attributed to the demise of
burning which oxidised large parts of the humus cover IRosenqvist
19811. Streams flowing in areas of burnt forest were shown to possess
higher pH and conductivity concentrations than streams flowing in
unburnt area5~
Rosenqvist's hypothesis has found limited support as an explanation of
contemporary acidification leg. Krug and
Frink 19831, although
PenningtDn 119841 invoked similar mechanisms to e.plain the long-term
acidification of upland soils in Cumbria.
Rosenqvist's hypothesis is open to criticism on sever a! accounts.
Information relating to agricultural decline leg. farm units, animal
numbers) was drawn from broad areas leg. counties) IRosenqvist 1978)
and did not relate to individual catchments. Although regional trends
in land utilisation provide informative background, the nature of lake
drainage
systems
requires
that
information
should
be
catchment-specific or as close to it as possible, if any influence on
water quality is to be surmised. It is • fundamental objective of the
work described in this paper to present information at or near the
catchment level.
Thorough historical investigation in the areas of southern Norway
affected by lake acidification has revealed that acidification and
fish decline cannot be related to changes in land utilisation (Walloe
and Overrein 19771. Although changes have occurred i .. pastoral regimes
since the nineteenth century, these have often involved an increase
rather than a decrease in animal numbers (Drablos and Sevaldrud 1980,
Drablos et !L. 1980, limberlid 1980a,b). Sim,1arly 8attarbee and
Flower U9851 and BaHubee !!.i.!.L. 09851 utilised pollen analysis and
information on sheep numbers to refute the argument that a demise in
upland farming and an associated development of heathland vegetation
was responsible for lake acidification in Galloway in the last 200
years.
Some of the mechanisms proposed by Rosenqvist {1977, 1978, 1980, 1981
19801 may not be
the
",ost
significant in promoting
acidification. The acidifying effects of coniferous forest on soils is
widely accepted leg. Nihlgard 1971, Grieve 1978, Messenger 19801.
However, the relative
signifiCance of processes such as humus

!!.i. !.L.
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accumulation and/or the
enhanced capture and transler of acid
precipitation in relation
to
surface
water acidification, is
uncertain. Similar uncErtainty surrounds the acidifying effects of
heathland species (Milner and Jones 1985). The work of Grubb ~!t.
(1969) and Grubb and Suter (1971) on the acidilying ellects of
Calluna, related to chalk land not acid soils or peats. Controlled,
low intensity burning is generally considered to ~aint.in or raise the
pH of surface acid soils leg. Alien 1964, DAFS 1977). However,
uncontrolled, high intensity burns may result in the destruction of
surface vegetation and initiate erosion, and enhanced surface runoff
leg. GiOl~ingham 1971, Ta!lis 1973, Kin.lto and GiOlOlinghu 19B01. The
significance of this phenOMenon on acid soils or peats in relation to
the acidilication of surface waters is uncert.in.
3.2 Afforestation
Acidification of surface waters has been recognised in several areas
where coniferous forest has been planted las opposed to regenerated I
on sensitive geologie$~
Harriman and Morrison 11980, 1982) found that in central Scotland
aflorested
streams were always more acid and produced greater
concentrations
of H-, AI3+, 50. 2 - , Na- and CI- than adjacent
unafforested ~oorland streams. Similar observations have been reported
from central Wales IStoner et !t. 1984, Stoner and Gee 1985) and
Galloway IBurns et al. 1984). Palleoecological studies of lakes with
afforested catchments are also beginning to discriminate a clear
forest eHect IAnderson !U.!t. 1986, Kreiser ~!t. 19B6!.
Although the impact of afforestation on surface water acidity has been
demonstrated, the processes involved are poorly understood (Harriman
and Wells 1984, Hornung 1985). Potential mechanisms include humus
accumulation, enhanced capture and transmission of atmospheric acids,
evapotranspiration (the ·concentr.tion· effect) and the enhanced
uptake of cations (eg. Mayer and U1rich 1974, Rosenqvist 19BO, 1981,
Nilsson ~!t. 1982, Miller and Miller 1983, Binns 1984, Miller 19B5).
Other potential contributory factors .ssociated with afforestation
include the preparation of ground by drainage and ploughing and the
consequent effect on runoff hydrology (eg. Newson 1984, Hornung and
Newson 19G6), net base cation removal through clearfelling (eg.
Rosenqvist 1980, Nilsson ~!t. 19B21 and the decreased incidence 01
fire and associated ash deposition in managed .s opposed to 'natural'
forests (eg. Rosenqvist 19BI. Everett 1983).
3~3

Drainage

Peat and organic soils dominate the catchments of the Welsh stUdy
lakes. The seasonal reduction of sulphate followed by reoxidation
during a drawdown in the water table in dry weather, constitutes a
natural acidification process in pe.tl.nds IBache 1984, Sorham ~!t.
1984, Hornung 1984). Artificial drainage of .uch land for agricultural
improvement or fore.try, may exacerbate this process and produce
enhanced quantities of sulphate which is flushed out of the soil by
rainfall (Newson 19B4, Stoner ~!t. 19B4, Hornung and Newson 1'9861.
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A similar phenomenon May be significant in lakes subject to seasonal
fluctuations in water level, notably those utilised for water supply,
as enhanced redox reactions Dccur in peat shorelines that are
alternatively exposed then submerged (Hilner and Jon.s 19851,
3.4 Liming
Recognising that extensive areas of grassland in the United Kingdom
were formerly limed for agricultural improvement, Ormerod and Edwards
(1985) suggested that the decline of this practice following changes
in, and the eventual withdrawal (19771 of the lime SUbsidy, may have
resulted in increased surface water acidity as soils were less
adequately buffered, A similar mechanism was postulated by Cra.shaw
(1984) in relation to the Esk and Duddnn catchments of west Cumbria.
It is unlikely that such a mechanism would be applicable to the Welsh
study lakes. Newboul d 09851 has shown that great quanti ti es of 11 me
are
required to raise the pH of indigenous
hill
grassland.
Consequently liming was unlikely to be normal practice on poorly
buffered upland and forested soils IRowell and Wild 19851.
The finest spatial resolution for which Ormerod and Edwards (1985)
presented data to illustrate the decline in lime use in Wales was for
counties. Such statistics can have little relevance to upland lake
catchments, particularly if most lime was utilised on lower, morE
improvable land.
3.5 Mining
Increased acidity of surface waters may result from contamination with
wast" residues associated with mineral ,,>:ploitation leg. Koryai: !CL d.
1972, Clarke 1974, Brugum and Lusk 19861.
Drainage from mines, pits
and waste tips and effluent from ore toncentration processes are the
major sources of such cootaminatlon. The rivers Rheidol and Ystwyth in
mid-Wales, experienced heavy metal pollution from such sources in the
nineteenth century (Janes 1958, Jones and Howells 19751.

4.0 Changing land use and management
4.1 The regional background and potential impact

The traditional pastoral etono~y of the hills of mid and north Wales
was characterised by the transhumance system of hendre and hafod,
which in some areas persisted Into the nineteenth century. In summer,
cattle and sheep were driven from the lower grazing areas (including
enclosed rough 'fridd' landl surrounding the
winter settlement
(hendre), to the higher mountain land above the summer settlement
(hafadl (Bowen 1950, Davies 19731.
Although rough grazing land was dominated by cattle and sheep, goat s
and ponies also ranged the hills In significant numbers (eg. Evans
1812, Pennant 1812, Con dry 19811. There is considerable debate as to
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the relative number
of
cattle, sheep on the hills up to the
mid-nineteenth century leg. Robert. 1959, Emery 1965, Hughes ~ ~.
19731. In areas which had been Cistercian grange land the dominance of
sheep may have dated to the twelth century (eg. Roberts 1959, Hughes
~
~. 19731. Emery (1965l considered that sheep
Were probably the
dominant hill farm animal in Snowdonia by the sixteenth century.
By the early nineteenth century the hafod
hendre system had
generally disappeared and the hafod had evolved into a separate upland
farm. Sheep now dominated hill grazing areas (Davies 1935, Vavies
1973, Colyer 19831.
Annual agricultural 5t.tistics reveal that sheep numbers increased
rapidly between 1867-1909, since when they have fluctuated in an
upward direction leg. Willia.s 1932, Ashby and Evans 19441.
Associated with the increase in sheep numbers from the mid-nineteenth
century was a change in the type of sheep and the grazing regime.
Large wether sheep, utilised lor mutton and wool had dominated floc.s
until the mid-nineteenth century. However, as tastes changed towards
smaller and more succulent joints of meat, production 01 sheep lor
lamb became increasingly prevalent. Consequently the proportion of
wethers fell rapidly with a concomitant rise in ewes and lambs, until
by the early twentieth century few wet hers remained on Welsh hillsides
(Harry 1939, Griffith 1945, Roberts 1959l.
Many mountain farms that evolved from hafodydd had limited access to
winter grazing facilities. Many of the hardy wethers therefore
remained on the hill through the winter, while ewes and lambs were
sold or driven to winter pastures rented from lowland farms (Kay 1794,
Rowlandson 1846, Davies 1935, Colyer 1983). As hill farming became
less profitable through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and
population left the land, many high hill farms were subsumed by farms
on adjacent lower land. The increase in wintering facilities prOVided
by such mergers, together with the requirement of the increasingly
dominant ewes and lambs to leave the hill in winter, resulted in a
marked decline and in some areas a virtual cessation, of winter
gra"ing on the high hills through the twentieth century (Willia.s
1932, Hughes ~~. 1973, Hughes ~~. 19751.
The [haracteristics of upland vegetation
are
controlled by a
combination of biotic/land management, climatic and edaphic factors. A
change in one or more of these factors may result in a change in
vegetation type. The change (upgradingl from heath to grass species as
a result of increased biotic pressure and/or management inputs is well
documented, as is the reversion to heathland species when change is in
the opposite direction leg. Boulet 1939, Harper 1971, King 1977, Rawes
1983, Grant et ~. 1985). However, reversion to heath tends to be a
more gradual process 18all ~~. 1982, Mather 1983).

The potential significance of general trends in animal numbers and
ratios and grazing regimes descibed above, on the vegetationa!
composition of rough grazing land, is uncertain. In terms of biotic
influence cattle and sheep generally complement each other. Cattle,
less selective in their grazing, remove the coarser, less palatable
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species unfavoured by sheep (eg. eeulet 1939, Hunter 1958, Wannep
1958, King 1977). The disappearance of cattle and to a Jesser extent,
Jarge wether sheep, from the hiJls opened up the potential for the
spread of heath species such as CaJJuna, Pteridium, UJex, and
Vaccinium (Davies 19361. However, it is probable that the decline in
diversity of grazing animals was more than compensated for by
increased numbers of ewes and lambs. Although the intensity of grazing
on the higher land in winter has undoubtedly declined, sheep are
maintained on the hills during the important period of plant growth.
Subsidiary changes have occurred in aspects of the management of hilJ
flocks during the past two centuries.
The agricultural 'boom' during the NapoJeonic wars saw an era of
enclosure of common and waste land in WaJes (Bowen 1914, Dodd 1926,1,
Enclosure of aoorland at the altitude characteristic of the Welsh
stUdy lakes generally represented a land grab by landlords rather than
a serious attempt at improvement (Morgan 1959, Thomas 19651. However,
by fencing out neighboring flocks it is possible that enclosed rough
grazing land was better managed than the unenclosed commons and
sheepwalks which had a history of over-stoctlng IKay 1794, Royal
Commission 1896, Dodd 1968, Colyer 19831.
In more recent years reduced manpower and improved lowland facilities
have diminished shepherding operations such as mountain hay making and
sheep washing In upland lates and streams, Increased constraints on
management practices such as burning and draining have resulted from
the designation of NNRs and SSSls and National Trust influence.
Burning in particular has often been curtailed by the prol\imity of
coniferous afforestation.
At a national and regional level the marked increase of afforested
land Igenerally at the e"pense of moorland rough gra21ngl has been a
feature of the post 1945 period (Mather 1978, Parry ~ aL 1982, Parry
and Sinclai. 19851. Two of the stUdy lakes Illynnaedd Berwyn and Cwm
Hynachl have affore5ted catchments. Although afforestation removes the
gra2ing influence from specific areas, a complimentary effect may be
to increase stocking densities on remaining unafforested moorland.
The general trends outlined above
provide no evidence for an
acidification mechanism that can have operated with Ubiquity at all
the Welsh study sites. However, a reliable assessment requires the
documentation of land
use/management
histories
for
specific
catchments, The sources utilised in such document.tion are outlined
below.
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5.0 Sources
5.1 Estate plans and records
The earliest records utilised in this study comprised estate plans and
papers dating from the late eighteenth century. Most study sites lie
on land that was formerly held by large estates ITable 2). Without
exception study sites were located at the periphery of estates.
Consequently map/plan coverage is sparse and occasionally inaccurate.
Accounts and papers rarely refer to rough land away from the demesne
and tenant farms. In part this reflects the low intensity of land use
and lack of management that occurred in those areas.
Table 2
LAKE
Berwyn
Conwy
C"m Mynach
Dulyn
Eiddew Bach
Gamallt
Gynon
Hir
L1ag i
Y Bi

Study catchments: parishes and estates

PARISH
Caron-is-Clawdd
L1anddewi Brefi
Penmachno
II anaber
LI anel ltyd
Llanddwywe-is-y-graig
LI anddecwyn
Ffestiniog
Caron-uwch-Clawdd
Caron-uwch-Clawdd
Upper Swnnws
Beddgelert
Llanddwywe-uwch-y-Graig
L1anelltyd

ESTATE

Penrhyn
Corsygedol
Maes y Neuadd
Penrhyn
Crosswood
Nanteos
Crosswood
Nanteos

Dohel ynll yn

5.2 Tithe survey documents

The large scale parish .aps and associated schedules compiled during
the process of tithe commutation in the 1830s-1850s, should provide
information on the state of cultivation of land within study catchments
(Kain and Prince 19851. In practice the availability, specificity and
accuracy of this information varies between parishes as does the
terminology utilised to describe land use (Thomas 1965, Kain and Prince
1985). Additional information on farming practice in parishes is
occasionally recorded in the associated tithe files.
5~3

Ordnance Survey maps

Surveyors drawings at a scale of 1:126,720 drawn between 1819-1921 do
not prOVide the detailed and comprehensive picture of the landscape, at
least in the study catchments, that Thomas (1963) has claimed. The
first edition 1:10,560 maps of 188B-1891 are the first series to
provide broad land use information for the study areas. Owing to the
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remote and mountainous
not surveyed at 1,2,500.
5.4 Land utilisation

nature of the study areas they were generally

and

vegetation

surveys

Manuscript survey maps of the First Land Utilisation Survey of the
1930s were accessed at the London School of Economics archive. Despite
the large scale of these aaps (1'10,560) they provide only the most
general classification of land use in remote areas. Published county
reports of the survey for Herionethshire IHolliday 1940), Cardiganshire
(Howell 1946al and north Wales (Howell 1946bl provide local, but no
catchment specific information.
The manuscript survey maps of the Second Land Utilisation Survey were
accessed at the Geography Department, King's College London. These
maps, at a scale of 1,10,560, were compiled ca.1970 and map vegetation
by species at a level of spatial resolution which permits catchment
vegetation maps to be compiled.
The survey of Welsh grasslands (Davies 1936) was at too small a scale
to permit catchment-specific observations. Stapledon's 1913 ecological
map of north Cardiganshire at 1,10,560 (Davies 19361 does not include
catchment areas of this study,
5.5 Air photographs

The Air Photograph department of the WeJsh Office,
series of aerial surveys flown by the RAF (1946-194B
scale of approximately 1,10,000.

Cardiff hoJd two
and 19621 at a

Burning patterns, enclosures and e.tant or relict cuJtivation and
drainage features may be discerned from this source. In association
with the 1970 land utilisation maps and contemporary field surveys
theSE photographs permit changes in vegetation to be plotted within
catchments between ca.1946-19B6.
5.6 Corroborative

sources

Two surveys, one of northern Snowdonia IBB7-1975 (Parry et &. 19B2),
the other of the mid-Wales uplands 194B-19B3 (Parry and Sinclair 19B51,
have utilised sources corresponding to many employed in this study, to
map land use change in areas which include several of the study
catchments (llynnaedd Conwy, Sa.allt, Llagi
Parry et &. 19B2,
llynnaedd Berwyn, Gynon, Hir - Parry and Si.clair 19851. The field data
from these surveys .. as recorded .t a scale which .llows changes within
catchments to be identified.
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5.7 Annual

parish

agricultural

returns

As the historical record often
provides no direct evidence of
vegetation changes that result from variations in livestock numbers and
management practices, change must be inferred from a knowledge of
fluctuations in livestock numbers (Ball et!.L. 19B2). In this respect a
potentially important source was the annual agricultural census.
The finest spatial resolution at which infor.ation from the census is
available is the parish lTable 21. Instigated in 1867, the census
provides data on ani sal numbers and grazing areas. For the purpose of
this study returns held at the PRO lKewl were analysed at quinquennial
intervals. The utilisation and interpretation of parish returns is
subject to several constraints.
Oata relate to land holdings that lie primarily within one parish.
Aggregations of holdings may not therefore coincide precisely with the
actual parish boundary. This feature may alter if farms vary their
boundaries or change hands lParry and Sinclair 1985). Many Welsh
parishes are relatively large and may encompass areas of hill and lower
land. Information on sheep numbers may not therefore relate entirely to
upland grazing area5~ However, as the returns are made in June it is
probable that the great majority of sheep would be on the hills and not
on winter pastures (Willia.s 19321. Information relates to holdings in
single occupancy and excludes common land. Consequently the area of
rough grazing within a parish is underestimated (Parry and Sinclair
19851. The definition of 'rough grazing' may in itself be a source of
error <Davie. 19361.
The categories for which data are presented in the returns have not
remained consistent since 1867. However, the data can be recorded with
• minimum of incompatability 50 that between 1867-1890 statistics can
be collated concerning 'total sheep', 'sheep under one year' and 'sheep
over one year', and between 1895-1983 - 'total sheep', 'breeding ewes',
'sheep under one year', 'sheep over one year' and •area of rough
grazing'~

Although the parish returns represent the statistical source that is
potentially most applicable to specific catchment areas, it was
apparent that in some area. the trends suggested by the returns were
not mirrored in individual catchments. Parish dat~ Ihould therefore be
viewed as indicative of local trends, at a spatial level below the
regional
picture discussed above, but above that of individual
catchments.
5.8 Miscellaneous

sources

Literary evidence was drawn from two sajor sources. The' 80ard of
Agriculture reports of Kay 117941, Lloyd and Turnor 117941 and Oavies
11813, 18151 and the 'topographies' of independent travellers (see
Thomas 19631. 80th provided information which relates pri~arily to
regional and local agricultural trends.
Forestry Commission records, particularly planting maps, were utilised
to determine the plantation and managesent histories of the two
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afforested catchmenLs - Llynnaedd Berwyn and Cwm Mynach.
Some lakes include enclosed land within their catchments. However, in
no instance were Lhe relevant enclosure documents and maps e.tant
(Bowen 1914, Morgan 1959).
5.9 Personal

communications

The majority of sources described above either provided infor.aLion
relating to land use raLher than land management, or as with the parish
returns, comprised details on land management at a level above that of
the individual catchment.
In order to obtain catchment-specific details of land .anagement
change, farmers, anglers and oLher authorities with an interest in, or
specific knowledge of individual catchments, were interviewed. Caution
must be e.ercised in the interpretation of such personally communicated
information~ In general, where two or more independent accounts were in
broad accord, their content was accepted. In many cases such sources
were the major component of evidence for land management changes.
6.0 Land use and management changes in specific catchments
A detailed account of land use and .anagement change in individual
catchments may be found in the series of papers specified in Section
2.0. An abbreviated account of catchment changes is presented below
(Sect! on 6. I i together "i th a summary by land use and individual
management practice (Sections 6.2, 6.31.
6.i Individual lake catchments
6.1.1 Llyn Berwyn
With the exception 01 small area. of molinia dominated rough grazing to
the north-east and south, the catchment is planted with Sitca spruce
(Picea sitchensis), Lodgepole pine (~contortal and Japanese Jarch
(Lari" kaempferil (Fig. 21.
The catchment was afforested between 1960-1963. Before that date
documentary sources indicate that the catchment comprised rough grazing
land of the 'moorland core·. There is no evidence from air photographs
or on the ground (of relict encJosures, drainage or cultivation
featuresl to suggest that any improvement was ever attempted.
At an altitude of over 400 m and comprising wet and exposed land, it is
unJikeJy that the Llyn Berwyn catchment ever supported a significant
livestock population. Although a fe .. cattle were grazed on the hills in
the locality in summer up to ca. 1930, the grazing history' of the
catchment .. as dominated by sheep.
Some areas of Molinia were cut for hay which until recentJy represented
the only winter lodder in the region. Other areas were frequently burnt
to provide an early bite for the sheep. Burning and hay making ceased
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with afforestation.
Parish returns for Caron-is-Clawdd (Fig. 121 indicate that there was a
gradual rise in sheep numbers in the area up to the plantation of the
catchment in 1960. From that period sheep numbers rose rapidly but the
potential significance of that trend is limited to • small proportion
of the catchment.
The forest planted in the early 1960s is still maturing and no
deforestation has ta~en place. Planting was conducted down to the la~e
edge. Prior to planting the site was ploughed/drained and fertilised.
By the early 1970s the shallow drains and furrows that had provided
rooting and drainage for the young trees were proving inadequate for
the needs
of maturing trees. Consequently ca.1974 deep drains,
approximately 20 m apart were driven through the entire forested area.
6.1.2 Llyn Conwy
The catchment of Llyn Conwy comprises unimproved, unenclosed moorland
utilised for rough grazing and game shooting. The blan~et peat of the
catchment Is dominated by mature Calluna (Fig. 3).
ThE Penrhyn Estate managed most of the llyn Conwy catchment through
much of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The estate was at
the forefront of agricultural improvement in Wales, but there is no
evidence to suggest that the remote land around Llyn Conwy was
con5ider~d suitable for imprOVEment.
While the Penrhyn Estate maintained an interest In the Llyn Conwy
catchment,
particularly
from the mId-nineteenth
mid-twentieth
centuries, sheep grazing was secondary to the exploitation of game.
For a period from the mid-1950s - mid-1960s when the active control of
the Penrhyn Estate had diminished and land in the llyn Conwy catchment
was being transferred to the National Trust In lieu of death duties,
cDntinued burning of CaJluna ~Dr grouse encouraged tenant farmers to
increase sheep numbers on the catchment, However, although in 1968 the
Trust decided to encourage sheep at the e'pense Qf grouse on the
catchment, an associated 'ban' on burning proved a disincentive to
increase sheep numbers.
The llyn Conwy catchment was part of an area highly prized as a game
moor by the Ystbytty IPenrhynl Estate and actively managed (primarily
for grouse) by game~eepers of the estate land later the 'Vstbytty
Shoot') until c •• 1970. The peat of the eastern slopes of the catchment
was drained during the 1920s In an attempt to provide healthier Calluna
stands for grouse. The drains were periodically serviced until ca.1970.
The catchment was regularly burnt in strlps or small patches to yield
Calluna stands of varying maturity providing both nutrition and shelter
for grouse. Air photographs taken in 1946 show. mosaic af burnt
vegetation throughout the catchment. Burning effectively ceased in the
catchment ca.1970 as a result of National Trust policy, the designation
of the area as part of the Migneint SSSI (1971) and the proximity of
maturing forest some 1.5 km to the north-east and 1 ~m to the
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north-west.
Llyn Conwy was 'reservoired' in the late 19505 for potable water
supply, the
outflow being controlled by a weir structure. The lake i5
thus subject to periodic fluctuations in water level.
6.1.3 Llyn Cwm Mynach
Some 581. of the catchment is afforested with Japanese larch (Larix
leptolepisl, Lodgepole pine (Pinus contortal and Sitca spruce (Picea
sitchensis) (Fig. 41. Afforestation took place between ca.1967-1977.
The forest is still maturing. Apart from some thinning there has been
no deforestation.
The non-afforested part of the catchment consists
of unimproved, unenclosed moorland, utilised for rough grazing. There
is no evidence to indicate that any attempt was ever made to improve
land within the catchment.
The Diphwys manganese mines extended into the catchment hi~h on the
south-western flank. Mining operations were small scale and confined to
the nineteenth century. A small slate quarry was opened within the Llyn
Cwm
Mynach
catchment in the late nineteenth century, but was
unprofitable and operated for only a short period.
Although the relics of mining and quarrying are still apparent in the
catchment, the practical effect of these operations on surface waters
in the area is unknown. In particular, it is not apparent how spoil and
tailings were disposed of. It has been suggested that such material was
utilised to resurface the track at the west of the lake.
It is possible that the catchment has a long history of sheep grazing.
The Cistercian monastery of Cyroer Abbey was only five km distant. ThE
CistErcia"s WEre renowned graziers, but it is not known with any
certainty whether the Llyn Cwm Mynach catchment fell within Cistercian
grangEland.
Parish data indicate that sheep numbers fluctuated in the locality
betWEen 1867-1983, but the broad trend has been for a slight decrease
in recent years. This is confirmed within the catchment by local
farmers who note that the now afforested area represented much of the
better grazing land.
Before afforestation the catchment was regularly burnt. HoweVEr, all
burning ceased with the first plantation of forest in 1967. Together
with a decrease in sheep on the unafforested part of the catchment, the
demise of burning has resulted in many areas of Calluna becoming mature
and leggy.
The afforested area is privately owned and was planted by the Economic
Forestry Group. Planting was conducted down to the I.ke edge. The drier
areas were planted, without first draining or ploughing, with Japanese
larch and Lodgepole pine. Sitca spruce was planted on ploughed furrows
augmented in some areas with additional drainage.
ThE moorland to the north
gamE (primarily grouse)

of Llyn Cwm Mynach was actively managEd for
through the nineteenth and early twentieth
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centuries. G.~ekeeper. c ••• ed to patrol the moors in the a.ea in the
1920., since when grouse numbers have substantially declined.
6,1.4 Llyn Dulyn
The Llyn Dulyn catchment consists of unimproved moorland utilised for
rough grazing, In terms of its vegetational composition it contains
species representative of both 'grassy' and 'shrubby heath' (Fig. 51.
The catchment lies within an extensive block of moorland in excess of
700 ha, that is 'enclosed' by dry stone walls. It is probable that this
'enclosure' was accomplished between 1800-1815. Enclosure at this
altitude probably represented a 'land grab' by the local estate
(Corsygedoli and not an attempt to actively improve the rough moorland
grazing. It appears that the wall. acted as .heepwalk boundaries, the
enclosure being too e~tensive to have encouraged intensified grazing in
the area. Indeed, it is possible that grazing Has less intensive after
the 'enclosure' as stray beasts/flocks from neighboring sheepwalks were
now fenced off the enclosed land,
The altitude, soil acidity, e~pD5ure, wetness and steep margins
determine that the catchment is inherently unimprovable. There is no
evidence to suggest that the catchment has ever supported a land use
other than rough Moorland grazing.

Particulars of the Dulyn area included in a sale brochure of the
Corsygedol Estate in 1908 describe the land surrounding the lake as
'sheep.alk - well supplied with water', considered 'one of the best
sheepwalks in the district', The suggestion being that the land was
neither under nor over-grazed.
Parish data indicate that sheep numbers have risen in the locality
between 1867-1983 (Fig. 12i. Within the Llyn Dulyn catchment a broad
increasE in sheep numbers has been recognised since ca.1950.
Little 15 known of the history of burning in the catchment. The present
grazier suggests that no burning has occurred In living memory, but
aerial photographs taken in 1946 Indicate patterns that may represent
evidence of burning. A later survey in 1962 shoHs no such evidence.
6.1.5 Llyn Eldde. Sach
The Llyn Elddew Sach catchment (Fig. 61 consists of unimproved 'graasy
heath' moorland utilised for rough gra,ing. The altitude, soil acidity,
wetness of the land immediately to the north of the lake and the rocky
terrain to the east (the greater proportion of the catchmenti,
determine that the catchment is inherently unimprovable. There is no
evidence to suggest that the catchment has ever supported a land use
other than rough moorland grazing.
Although parish data indicate that sheep numbers increased in the
locality in the period 1867-1983, within the Llyn Eidde. Bach catchment
a broad decrease in sheep numbers has been recognised since ca,1950
lFig. 12). An example is thus apparent Hhereby parish data prove
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misleading in the contelt of • small catchment lcf. Section 5.71.
Until the 1970s sheep were washed in the lake prior to shearing. A now
derelict sheep pen on the southern shore of the lake was the focus of
that activity. Another derelict sheep pen at the western edge af the
catchment
provides further evidence of a higher intensity af sheep
grazing in the past. Cantemparary farmers can recall no burning in the
catchment since the 19505.
6.1.6 Llyn Ga.allt
Mature Calluna and Festuca daminate the Llyn Sammallt catchment (Fig.
71. The unimproved, partially enclosed moorland is utilised for rough
grazing and game shooting.
The western side of the catchment is broadly enclosed with stone walls.
This 'enclosure', set within unenclosed moorland, is of some antiquity,
dating from before 1784. Although enclosure allows stock numbers to be
controlled within a defined area and may thus be utilised as a means
towards land improvemert,
there is no evidence to suggest that
'enclosed' land in thE catchment was managed so intensively as to
upgrade the moorland vegetation.
Enclosed 'ffridd' land immediately below the open moorland often
provided grazing for sheep in winter and cattle in summer. The enclosed
area to the Hest of Llyn Bamallt is known locally as 'Ffridd Ba.allt',
Surrounded by open maorland, it
is doubtful whether this are.
functioned as true ffridd land. At an altitude in elcess of 400 rn, it
i. unlikely that a suitable habitat was available for cattle in summer,
or that it provided any great advantage over the open moorland for
sheep in winter.
Sheep grazing on the Llyn Gamallt catchment is effectively confined to
the north-western - south-eastern sector. The northern and eastern
slopes being too rocky and precipitous. Local farmers report little
change in sheep numbers on the catchment since the 19505.
An area immediately to the west of Llyn Sa.allt Fawr was drained in the
19405 to reduce the saturation of the peat and encourage healthier
stands of Call"na for grazing sheep. The drains were deep and narrow
and although they have not been maintained they co.prise an active
network of drainage to the lake,
The catchment was regularly burnt in broad patches by tenant farmers
until the late 1960s, Aerial photographs taken in 1946 clearly indicate
mosaics of vegetation of different ages. National Trust policy to
curtail moorland burning has resulted in the western sector of the
catch.ent remaining unburnt for 15 years. The remainder of the
catchment is now only infrequently burnt. The long and woody nature of
the Call"na that dominates the catchment may be attributed to the lack
of burning and concomitant low gra~in9 pressure~
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6.1.7 llyn Synon
The llyn Synon catchment comprises unenclosed, unimproved moorland
utilised for rough grazing. The
vegetation is dominated by Molinia and
Festuca/Nardus grassland with Eriophorum vaginatum characterising the
wetter areas (Fig. 81.
During investigations in the peat deposits at the north shore of the
lake, Moore (19661 identified the remains of a stone slab trackway
leading from what he interpreted as a 'medieaval farmhouse' to a 'butter
cooler' (constructed not earlier than the twelth century). The broad
chronology of these features coincides with the early exploitation of the
area as grazing land by the Cistercians of Strata Florida from the late
twelth century (Williams 18891.
If thE function of these remains has been correctly interpreted and some
permanent or semi-permanent habitation was maintained in the catchment
during the medieaval period, then a limited improvement of the moorland
from enhanced grazing pressure on land in the immediate vicinity of the
'dwelling', perhaps regulated by enclosurels).
The frontiers of cultivation and improved pasture reached their upper
limit in Cardiganshire during the agricultural boom of the Napoleonic
wars. However, there is no evidence to suggest that the catchment has
ever supported a land use other than rough moorland grazing.
The central issue of land management in the catchment concerns its
utilisation for sheep grazing. This practice dates to at least the late
twelth century when the Cistercians of Strata Florida acquired the area
and used it as rangeland for their flocks.
Parish data indicate no overall trend towards an increase or decrease of
sheep numbers in the area from the late nineteenth century (Fig. 12).
Within the llyn Synon catchment a broad increase in sheep numbers has
been recognised since ca.1945.

Burning of grassland was a regular practice in the catchment until the
!950s.
Burning patterns may be faintly distinquished from aerial
photographs flown in 194B. The proximity of the extensive Towy forest to
the south has made grassland fires an inappropriate ana rarely sanctioned
method of land management in the area since the early 19605.
While the farm of 'Sareg lwyd' was occupied areas of Molinia in the
catchment ,were occasionally cut for hay to provide winter fodder.
In the nineteenth century turbaries were established on the peats at the
west of the llyn Synon catchment. These peat cuttings are depicted on a
map of 'Sareg lwyd' of 1831 and were utilised by the tenants of that
farm. Evidence of their existence ~.y still be observed.
6.1,B llyn Hir
The llyn Hir catchment consists of unimproved, unenclosed moorland
dominated by Nardus and Festuca (Fig. 91 and utilised for rough grazing.
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The central issue of land management in the catchment concerns its
utilisation for sheep grazing. This practice dates to at least the late
twelth century when the Cistercians of Strata Florid. acquired the area
and used it as rangeland for their flocks.
The management of part of the Llyn Hir catchment by the Crosswood Estate,
and the proximity of a major droving route ensured that the catchment was
regularly grazed throughout the nineteenth century.
Parish data suggest that sheep numbers have increased in the area since
the late nineteenth century (Fig. 12). More recently a broad increase in
sheep numbers has been recognised by local farmers. Estimates of the
e.tent of this increase vary between two-fold since oa.1930 to three-fold
since ca.1945.
Management of grassland by burning has not been
catchment within living memory. Air photographs
show no evidence of burnt potches. The proximity
forest to the south has made grassland fires an
sanctioned method of land management in the area

a regular feature in the
flown in 1946 and 1947
of the extensive Towy
inappropriate and rarely
since the earJy 19605.

6.1.9 Llyn Llag!
The Llyn Llagi catchment comprises unimproved moorland characterised by
Festuca and Nardus on the drier land and Eriophorum vaginatum on the
wetter areas, utilised for rough grazing IFig. 10l.
Land immediately adjacent to the lake and below the steep cwm wall is
'enclosed' with rough dry stone walls. The date of this enclosure is
unknown but the notation 'Ffridd y Llyn' on Ordnance Survey maps and the
absence of enclosure Acts relating to this locality, suggests that the
enclosurelsl may have been established before the more elpansive moorl~nd
enclosures of the early nineteenth century.
Within the 'enclosed' area two or three shallow drains run downslope for
a short distance from the lake. The date of this 'drainage' is unknown.
DnJy a few metres of 'drain' actually Jie within the catchment.
Although 'enclosure' and 'drainage' may have represented an attempt to
improve the grazing quality of the land and have ineVitably affected its
managementl,there is no evidence that the smaJl section of the catchment
involved, elperienced I change in land use as a result.
Llyn Llagi lies in the vicinity of the major Croesor quarrying and and
mining region. The remains of at least two small 'excavations' can be
seen on the northern slope of the catchment. However, there is no
evidence from documentary sources to suggest that any mineral Nas ever
actively exploited within the lake catchment.
Until the mid nineteenth century black cattle were an Important cdmponent
of the pastoral economy of north Wales. Cattle were grazed on and
occasionally above ffridd land in summer, but at over 350 m the ffridd
within the LLagi catchment was probably too high for that actiVity. The
central issues of pastoral management in the catchment concern its
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utilisation far sheep grazing.
Sheep numbers in the parish of Deddgelert have fluctuated between
1867-1983 but the overall trend in the parish has been far numbers to
rise, particularly .t the beginning and end of this period IFig. 12).
Similarly, within the Llyn Llagi catchment a broad increase in sheep
numbers has been recognised in recent years.
The catchment has been infrequently burnt, with the 'enclosed' area
adjacent to the lake being burnt more often than the upper catchment. Hay
making and sheep washing were occurred in the lower part of the catchment
in the past.
The different intensity of land .anagement between the upper and lower
catchments is a theme that runs through the land management of the
catchment. The lower catchment has been 'enclosed', partly 'drained', cut
for hay and more regularly burnt. It is probable that grazing intensities
were land are) higher than on the exposed upper catchment.
6.1.10 Uyn Y Di
The llyn y Bi catchment consists of unimproved but enclosed moorland
utilised for rough gra,ing, In terms of its vegetational composition it
may be categorised as 'shrubby heath' and Is dominated byealluna and
Vaccinium (Fig. 11).
The Llyn y Bi catchment co.prises the most northern of four adjacent
blocks of land enclosed by dry stone walls. Enclosure probably dates from
the early nineteenth century, and at 400 m was unlikely to have
represented an attempt to actively improve the land. Aside from the
altitude, soil acidity and wetness of the catchment, the rocky terrain
and particularly the precipitous back wall are inherently unimprovable.
There Is no evidence to suggest that the catchment has ever supported a
land use other than rough moorland grazing.
Parish data indicate that sheep numbers in the area have declined through
the twentieth century (Fig. 12). Much of the catchment 15 unsuited for
sheep grazing. Until the National Trust purchased the area in ca.1930 It
was .anaged primarily for grouse rather than sheep., The long, rangy
Calluna of the catchment is indicative of low intensity management and
grazing pressure. This is particularly apparent when compared with the
two enclosures immediately to the south of the catchment where the
continued maintenance of a higher sheep population and more regular
burning h.s resulted in vegetation dominated by short Calluna and grassy
spec:ie5~

When managed primarily for grouse (mid-nineteenth century - ca.1930) the
catchment was regularly burnt in small patches. Since that date the
frequency and extent of burning declined. Aerial photographs show no
evidence of 'recent' burning in the catchment in 1946 and 1.962. A
combination of National Trust policy, the proximity of the Rhinog
National Nature Reserve immediately tD the north and e.tenslve tracts of
forest 2 km tD the south-east and 3 k~ to the east, deter~ine that the
catchment is now burnt very Infrequently.
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Fig. 211yn Berwyn: Catchment Vegetation
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Fig,3 lIyn Conwy: Catchment Vegetetion
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Llyn Cwm Mynach is the only catchment where commercial extraction of
minerals (managanese and slatel has occurred, albeit for a short period
(primarily in the nineteenth century, and at a low level of exploitation.
The llyn Berwyn and llynCwm Mynach catchments that previously comprised
unimproved moorland have been afforested. The Llyn Berwyn catchment was
planted with Sitca spruce ( ~ sitchensis), lodgepole pine ( ~
contorta) and Japanese larch (Lad' he.phri I between 1960-1963. The
llyn Cwm Mynach catchment was planted with the same species between ca.
1967-1975.
All other catchments (including llynnaedd Berwyn and Cwm Mynach prior to
afforestationl comprise unimproved rough grazing of the moorland core,
for which there is no evidence of any land use change in the past ca,200
years, In terms of the ADAS land capability classification the catchments
consist of land of categories H3
'improvements generally severely
limited' and H4 - 'generally not improvable' (MAFF 19B01, The vegetation
of the catchments of llynnaedd Conwy, Bamallt and Y Bi may be categorised
as 'shrubby heath' and those of llynnaedd Dulyn, Eiddew Bach, Gynon and
Hir, as 'grassy heath' (King 1977, Ball !tt!!l.., 19B21.
In general, altitude, e.posure, remotenesss, wetness and soil acidity
have
determined
that land in the catchments is unsuitable
for
improvement and therefore that no reversion from an improved status and
associated regeneration of acidic species has occurred.
6.3

Land management:

summary

In the absence of land use change it is possible that changes in
management procedures may have affected the relative abundance and
development of vegetation type and individual species, or have given rise
to a potential acidification mechanism in their own right.
6.3.1

Sheep numbers and graZing regimes

Cattle, goats and ponies have not constituted a significant component in
the grazing regimes of the catchments in the last 150 years.
At a local level parish data reveal that although sheep numbers have
fluctuated since lB67, an (often substantiall increase has occured
particularly ca.1945 (Fig. 121. The parish data also
reveal the
increasing i.portance of ewes and lambs at the expense of wether sheep
over the past century,
However, it was apparent from individual communicants that an increase in
sheep numbers has not been recognised in all catchments in the past ca.
20-40 years. In the catchments of llynnaedd Conwy, Eiddew each and Y Bi a
decline in sheep numbers has been observed. In the catchments of
llynnaedd Dulyn and Samallt no significant change has been recognised.
Sheep grazing in the llyn Berwyn catchment virtually ceased and in the
llyn
Cw..
Mynach
catchment,
decreased
substantially,
following
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afforestation.

In all catchments communicants recognised
sheep on the hills in winter.
6.3.2

a

decrease

in

the number of

Enclosure

The llynnaedd Dulyn and Y Bi catchments comprise enclosed moorland.
Precise details are uncertain but it is believed that enclosure occurred
in the early nineteenth century.
land within the llynnaedd Gamallt and llagi catchments is partially
enclosed. The description 'ffridd' that is attributed to these areas from
cartographic sources suggests that enclosure pre-dated the nineteenth
century. However, it is considered unlikely that these areas functioned
as true ffridd land owing to their altitude and remoteness.
6.3.3

Drainage

Artificial drainage of peat has occurred in just two catchments. Around
Llyn Conwy an extensive area was drained during the 19205 in an attempt
to provide healthier stands of Calluna for grouse. An area to the west of
llyn Gamallt Fawr was drained during the 19405, this time to improve the
Callun. for sheep grazing.
6.3.4

Burning

With the exception of llynnaedd Eiddew Bach and Hir, burning of Calluna
or Molinia constituted a management practice of varying regularity and
extent in the past. The practice was generally to improve sheep grazing,
but in the Llynnaedd Conwy and Y Si catchments it was for grouse.
Since ca.1960 a virtual cessation of burning has occurred in all
catchments owing to either afforestation, proximity of forest or NCC or
National Trust management policy.

6.3.5

Liming

There is no evidence for, nor rational expectation of the application of
lime to land in any of the study catchments. All catchments are remote
from sources of lime which in the nineteenth century, when brought from a
distance over poor roads, was an expensive commodity leg. Davies 1813,
18151. Contemporary farmers and authorities confirmed that liming was not
a realistic management option owing to the inherent unimprovability of
the catchments.
6.3.6

lake level change

llyn Conwy was reservoired for potable water supply in the late 19505 and
is subject to water level fluctuation as a result of periodic drawdown,
particularly in summer.
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The only other study site where a dOtumented manipulation of lake water
level has otturred is Llyn Cwm Mynach. Aerial photographs of 1946
indicate a weir structure at the outflow. The lake level was raised in
the mid-1960s prior to afforestation.
7.0

Discussion: the Significance of Land Use and Management Changes

A full analysis of the significance of land use and management change in
relation to lake atidifitation is precluded at present, as diatom based
pH reconstruction has yet to be completed for all study sites.
It is immediately apparent that no one mechanism of land use or
management change can account for the acidification of the 10 Welsh study
lakes • .
With the exteption of the afforestation of the Llyn Berwyn and Llyn Cwm
Mynach catchments, there has been no net
land
use change. The
elploitation of managanese and slate in the Llyn Cwm Mynath catchment was
a small stale and short lived feature of the nineteenth century.
pH reconstruction (Fig. 13) suggests that the recent atidification of
Llyn BErwyn was enhanced by afforestation and possibly by the deep
drainage of the catchment in 1974 (Kreiser ~ !l. 19B61. At Llyn Cwm
Mynach a slight acidification has occurrEd from a mean pH of 6.1 proir to
1920 to a mean pH of 5.6 - 5.7 at the surface of the core (Fig. 141.
There is no indication that this acidification was accelerated by
afforestation in the catthment in the 19605.
All catthments have experienced changes in management practices, but of a
varying nature, extent and historical occurrenceQ
The regional and local trends toward the replacement of wether flotks by
ewes and lambs from the mid-nineteenth century and the decline in winter
stotking densities, were realised in all catchments. However, in the post
war period some catchments have experienced a significant increase in
summer stocl:ing densities. Enclosure in certain catchments may have
resulted in a rationalis.tion and possible decrease in sheep grazing
intensity. However, the earIy date of such enclosure ~uggests that it was
not an important process.
With the exception of the Llynnaedd Eiddew Bath and Hlr catchments which
were never regularly burnt, there has been a decline or cessation of
burning within the past ca.20 years. However, only in the Llynnaedd
Conwy, Samallt, Y Bi and the unafforested section of Cwm Mynath
catthments Is there evidence of regeneration of heathy speties, in the
form of mature, leggy Calluna stands, (Pteridium is not present in any
catchment). With the exception Of Llyn Samallt, effects of the cessation
of burning in these tatchments has been atcentuated by a decline in
grazing intensity. pH reconstruction is not complete for these lakes, but
well documented fishery decline from the early 19605 in Llynnaedd Conwy
and Samallt (Mllner and Jones 1985, Patrlck and Stevenson 19861 suggests
that atidiflcation commenced before burning ceased in the mid-late 19605.
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Fig. 14 Llyn Cwm Mynach: pH reconstruction
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Similarly the drainage of peat in the catchments of llynnaedd Conwy
(1920s) and Gamallt (1940,) occurred before documented fishery decline.
Drainage was only underta.en in the catchment of llyn Gamallt Fawr, yet
the la.e has a very similar chemistry to that of the undralned llyn
Gamallt Bach (Milner and Jones 1985, Patrick and Stevenson 19861.
There is no evidence for the practice of liming in any catchment.
Therefore the cessation of that practice may be excluded as a potential
acidification mechanism.
The reservoiring and subsequent water level fluctuation of llyn Conwy was
temporally coincident with fish decline
in the early 19605. The
significance of that coincidence will be determined only when pH
reconstruction, a more stringent measure of water quality change than
fish decline, is accomplished.
To date reconstructed water quality is available for two non-afforested
lakes - Uyn Hlr (Fig. 151 (Frlt. tl.. eJ... 1987) and Uyn Gynon (Fig. 16l
(Stevenson tl.. d 1987a).
Consideration of documented land use
and management histories in
conjunction with historical water quality indicates that changes in the
catchments are unli.ely to account for the observed acidification of the
lales.

The unenclosed, undralned Nardus/Festuca grassland of the llyn Hir
catchment has a long history of sheep grazing, which over the period of
major acidification (ca.1940-1980 - Fig. 15), increased in intensity.
Burning was not a regular management practice and the catchment was never
11 med.
Gynon is primarily a post-1950
The recent acidification of llyn
phenomenon (Fig. 161. There has been no land use change or significant
land management change in the catchment immediately prior to, or during
this period, except a cessation of grassland burning from the late 19505.
Together with evidence from soot and metal analyses, the failure to
attribute acidification of these non-afforested lakes to catchment
processes,
argues
strongly for an explanation in terms of acid
precipitation*
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Fig. 15 Llyn Hir: Diatom summary
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